The Forest Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture is dedicated to the principle of multiple use management of the Nation's forest resources for sustained yields of wood, water, forage, wildlife, and recreation. Through forestry research, cooperation with the States and private forest owners, and management of the national forests and national grasslands, it strives-as directed by Congress-to provide increasingly greater service to a growing Nation.
Introduction
An unusually dry spring in 2000 set the stage for a series of wildfires that burned more than a million acres of national forest land in the northern Rockies during the summer (USDA FS 2001) . Wildfires covering more than 1,000 acres took place in 17 national forests in Idaho and Montana (USDA FS 2001) . Three national forests-the Payette, Salmon-Challis, and Bitterroot-experienced exceptionally large fires covering 150,000 acres or more (USDA FS 2001) . Six forests-Boise, Beaverhead-Deerlodge, Custer, Helena, Kootenai, and Lolo-each had fires that burned between 25,000 and 50,000 acres (USDA FS 2001).
In the Western United States, morel mushrooms (Morchella spp.) frequently fruit abundantly in the year immediately following a fire in coniferous forests (Pilz et al. 2004) . With burns covering more than a million acres (see fig. 1 • Potential for conflict between local pickers and visiting pickers.
• Potential negative effects of mushroom harvesting activities and associated camping on threatened and endangered species.
• Concern that commercial harvesters would occupy the majority of the forests' undeveloped campsites at the expense of recreational forest users.
• Concerns about ensuring picker safety and protecting the Forest Service from liability for pickers injured by falling snags.
• Hesitancy to implement an overly rigid enforcement program, given the low economic returns for most pickers and high rates of unemployment in some areas, particularly the Kootenai National Forest.
Besides the concerns listed above, participants in the discussions indicated that lack of information about the social aspects of the wild morel industry hindered the ability of the USDA Forest Service to manage morels. Participants noted that they understood little about how morel buyers operate, who participates as pickers and buyers, or how wild morel markets work. Consequently, forest managers had difficulty projecting how policies they put into place would affect the commercial wild morel industry. Burns differed in severity, ranging from very intense crown fires such as the one that passed through the forest stand depicted in this photo, to low-intensity fires that consumed only ground cover.
Thus, the purpose of this exploratory study was to provide forest managers and scientists with an understanding of the following social aspects of commercial wild mushroom harvesting in western Montana:
• Ways in which wild mushroom buyers and pickers participate in the harvest.
• How the wild morel harvest fits within the overall livelihood strategies of pickers and buyers. 
Study Description and Methods
With information gleaned from Forest Service employees and mushroom pickers and buyers, the research team selected sites in the Kootenai and Bitterroot National
Forests. Both the Kootenai and Bitterroot had experienced major burns on a regular basis since the mid-1980s. Additionally, the Kootenai and Bitterroot had large concentrations of harvesters and pickers in nearby towns, such as Libby and Darby, making it possible for the field researcher to easily establish several contacts in one locality on each forest.
Discussions were conducted with key informants among pickers, buyers, and
Forest Service employees at the field sites. The field researcher talked with 4 groups of buyers (3 in the Bitterroot Valley and 1 in Libby), 11 harvesters (7 in the Bitterroot Valley and 4 in Libby), and 10 USDA Forest Service employees. The harvesters included eight Caucasians, one Cambodian, one Laotian, and one Latino. The four buying groups consisted of three all-Caucasian groups and one group composed of two Caucasians and one Southeast Asian. The field researcher asked key informants to provide information about harvester and buyer characteristics, morel markets, views on regulations, and morel habitat and productivity.
The field researcher recorded notes of conversations with key informants by hand, using Emerson et al. (1995) as a guide for note-taking format. She opted not to tape the conversations because of the noisy conditions in which many of the interactions took place (often near busy highways), and thus the likelihood of difficulty in transcribing the conversations. The field researcher also kept a daily record of observations about the buying stations and social interactions taking place in and around the stations throughout the field study.
The discussions with pickers and buyers took place during 4-day visits to each site the first 2 weeks of June-during the fifth week of the morel season in the Kootenai Valley and the third week of the season in the Bitterroot Valley. Following Bernard (1994) , the data were grouped into four broad topics: market conditions, livelihood strategies, policy issues, and morel ecology. Region 1 managers had indicated that these were issues that they knew little about (from the perspective of pickers and buyers), and believed that it would be useful for management purposes to have more information on them. The data on market conditions and livelihood are presented here.
On the basis of work done by McLain (2000) , Emery (1998) , and Love et al. 1998 ), the following characteristics were used to distinguish livelihood strategies of the informants: place of residence relative to harvest location (an indicator of mobility), length of time in the industry, proportion of the year spent working in the industry, and access to other sources of income. In addition, previous studies of NTFP harvesters in the Pacific Northwest suggested that differences might exist between pickers and buyers of different ethnic backgrounds (Hansis 1998 , Love et al. 1998 , Lynch and McLain 2003 , Richards and Creasy 1996 . Matrices of these characteristics for the harvesters and buyers (tables 1, 2, and 3) were used to construct the textual description of livelihood strategies. Given the exploratory nature of this study, the research findings are limited in depth and scope. Three limitations of the study warrant specific mention. First, although an effort was made to select key informants from the four major ethnic groups active in the harvest (Caucasian, Laotian, Cambodian, and Latino), the sample nonetheless drew disproportionately from the Caucasian picker population.
The reasons for this include the difficulty for an outsider to gain sufficient trust with pickers of cultures different from her own during such a short period, as well as linguistic barriers. A second limitation of the study is that the observational data, such as prices and pounds purchased per day, are limited to a small portion of a much longer season. Third, the study does not address differences in the social characteristics of the Montana morel industry across seasons.
Social and Ecological Context
The Kootenai and Bitterroot National Forests are located in the far western corners of Montana, with the Kootenai occupying the northwestern corner and the Bitterroot situated roughly 200 miles south in the southwestern corner (see fig. 2 ). A portion of the Bitterroot National Forest also extends into Idaho.
Bitterroot National Forest
The Bitterroot National Forest surrounds the Bitterroot Valley, a long wide valley in western Montana. The Bitterroot Valley stretches 83 miles from the city of Missoula at its north end, to the small town of Sula near its southern tip. The Bitterroot Kootenai National Forest 
Recent Economic Changes in the Study Areas
From the 1950s to the late 1980s, timber harvesting constituted the dominant land management activity on both national forests, providing many local residents with jobs in the forest fiber industry (Russell and Adams-Russell 2004, Swanson 2001 (Antypas et al. 2002) . Although typically less remunerative than much of the work associated with the wood products industry, nontimber forest product harvesting, processing, and buying provided rural and urban people alike with access to income-generating opportunities that occasionally supported an entire livelihood, but more often served as important sources of supplemental income, particularly during economic downturns (Emery 1998 (Emery , 2002 Emery et al. 2002; Lynch and McLain 2003) .
Until the late 1970s, national forests developed and enforced few regulations governing public access to many nontimber forest products (Antypas et al. 2002) .
Individual ranger districts, however, had the discretion to develop rules restricting access to nontimber forest products (Lynch and McLain 2003 , McLain 2000 , Parks and Schmitt 1997 . Many ranger districts opted to focus on regulating wood products, such as firewood, posts and poles, boughs, and Christmas trees, which ranger districts could manage by using funds generated from the sale of timber under the 
Morel Ecology
To understand the social organization of the wild mushroom industry in the northern Rockies, it is helpful to know a bit about morel ecology. Several species of morels occur in the intermountain West. True morels, which belong to the genus Morchella, are easy to distinguish from other mushrooms, but taxonomists have had difficulty identifying and naming species within the genus. In addition, scientific classification schemes differ from harvester classification schemes. The two major types of morels identified during this study fell into the harvester categories of burn morels and gray morels, both of which fruit in greatest abundance the spring or summer following a forest fire. Other morel varieties include those that are not necessarily associated with fires, including the varieties harvesters categorize as naturals and blondes. Naturals and blondes tend to grow in mixed-conifer
forests with relatively open canopies or in meadows and small clearcuts. All four types of morels tend to be associated with soil disturbance and dying or damaged trees (table 4) .
Morels fruit in a variety of environments, including areas that have been disturbed by fires, insect infestations, and logging operations. In the Western United 1 Gray morels fruit into early October in parts of Montana. The lead author first heard of such fruitings during 1998 while working as a mushroom buyer in Sisters, Oregon. In spring 1998, several circuit pickers who harvested at Sisters stated that they had picked gray morels in Montana and Idaho into October the previous year (i.e., fall 1997). Larry Evans, a wild mushroom buyer and an active member in the Western Montana Mycological Association for many years, reported in an email to the lead author dated March 11, 2005 , that he found gray morels on September 29, 2001, on the Moose Fire near Glacier National Park. He notes in the email: "Morels found Sept 29 were in a variety of sizes and ages, suggesting that later fruitings might be developing right up to the snow."
States, morel crops are often abundant in burned areas in the year immediately following a forest fire. Although recent studies suggest that morels can be mycorrhizal (Buscot 1992 (Buscot , 1993 Buscot and Kottke 1990; Dahlstrom et al. 2000) , mycologists have until recently classified them as saprobes, which acquire nutrients by breaking down decayed organic matter (Ower 1982) . Understanding the distinction between saprobic and mycorrhizal life strategies is critical to establishing appropriate management regimes (Pilz et al. 1999) . From the picker perspective, the difference in life strategies is also important, as how morels obtain nutrients affects their distribution in space and time.
Mycologists agree that at least two distinct morel groups exist: dark morels (the Elata clade) and yellow morels (the Esculenta clade) (Pilz et al. 2004) . Mycologists have identified 13 potential species of yellow morels and 9 potential species of dark morels in North America (Pilz et al. 2004) . Data from morel samples gathered in 1995 from sites in northeastern Oregon suggest the likely presence of at least five distinct morel species: a natural black morel (found in unburned areas), three forms of burn morels (pink, green, and gray), and a blond morel (a light-colored type) (Pilz et al. 2004 ). The scientists who conducted the study, however, note that morphologically the pink and green morels, which likely correspond to the harvester category of "burn" morel, are indistinguishable from each other (Pilz et al. 2004 ). 
Commercial classification Description
Burn morels Burn, or fire, morels have a dark, almost black color, cylindrical shape, solid wall construction, and small exterior ridges on the caps. Burn morels sold commercially are often much smaller in size than the naturals, blondes, and grays. Naturals Naturals, also called conicas and blacks, are lighter brown in color than the burn morels, conical in shape, have deep exterior ridges, and thin double-walled construction. They tend to be less uniform in shape, are more likely to have worms, and hold up less well in storage and transport than burn morels.
Blondes Blondes, also called golds, golden morels, yellows, and whites, have the more cylindrical shape and deep ridges of the naturals, but are beige to golden in color, and much denser than naturals.
Grays
Grays are a late-season burn morel, gray and brownish gray on the heads, becoming lighter with increasing size. Stems range from dark gray to whitish and, similar to the heads, also become lighter with increasing size. Heads have irregularly patterned pits. Pits are smaller and more firmly compressed in young individuals. A coating of small hairs covers the surface of young heads, becoming less noticeable, on older specimens. The gray morels are hollow and particularly thick and robust because of their double wall. Mushroom ecology is extremely difficult to monitor from season to season, particularly for species such as Morchella spp., which may never fruit in the same area twice. Even slight variations in temperature or precipitation can alter fruiting site and abundance (Weber 1997) . The wildfires that promote morel flushes the following spring or summer create ideal habitat for commercial harvesting. It is likely that morels respond favorably to the organic acid neutralization that fires provide (Apfelbaum et al. 1984) . Fire may also create an environment suitable for morel fruiting by reducing concentrations of substances that inhibit fungal growth (Duchesne and Weber 1993) and by removing litter that may inhibit ascocarp formation (Apfelbaum 1984) .
Information from commercial harvesters and buyers indicates that beyond the first year following a fire, productivity declines rapidly for at least some species of postfire morels. The intensity of fire, extent of tree mortality, weather, season, and degree of soil disturbance all affect morel growth. Elevation, slope, aspect, forest vegetation composition, and snow patterns also greatly affect morel fruiting. In the dry inland montane forests of the Pacific Northwest, morels fruit in spring and summer after the snow has melted when humid weather persists (Pilz et al. 1999 ).
Although we know that morel spores are released from dry, mature morels, scientists do not yet know how the spores colonize. Pilz et al. (1999) suggested that spores may persist for a long time in the soil, fruiting when conditions become suitable. Alternatively, Pilz et al. (1999) suggested that spore loads remain in the atmosphere, colonizing an area annually. If morel colonization does depend on annual spore dispersal, taking large portions of individuals could potentially cause future fruiting to decline. However, without knowing how a colony becomes established, how morels breed, how genetically diverse they are, and more about population dynamics, it is difficult to suggest management regimes for morels (Pilz et al. 1999) .
Morels occur on the landscape in discontinuous concentrations, known by pickers as "patches," which typically fruit in a series of flushes (McLain 2000) . Although it is difficult to predict exactly which patches will fruit and when a flush will start, pickers and buyers who have worked an area for many years possess highly detailed mental maps of patch locations and a highly developed understanding for the combination of climatic, soil moisture, and vegetation conditions that indicate that patches in a given area are likely to begin or continue fruiting (McLain 2000) .
Study Results

Scope of the Commercial Morel Harvest in 2001
Seven national forests in Region 1-Beaverhead-Deerlodge, Bitterroot, Clearwater, Helena, Kootenai, Lewis and Clark, and Lolo-issued mushroom permits during study of wild morel pickers in central Oregon also suggests that some pickers obtain multiple short-term permits. Consequently, the number of pickers obtaining permits likely was somewhat lower than the number of permits issued. Second, it is also possible that a picker obtained both a commercial permit and a personal-use permit during the season. Third, it is likely that some pickers obtained permits for several forests. Offsetting the tendency of the permit tracking system to overestimate the number of pickers is the likelihood that many pickers harvested mushrooms without obtaining permits. A reasonable estimate of the number of commercial pickers is thus likely somewhere between 3,000 and 4,000. The authors' cumulative experience of more than 30 years of participating in wild mushroom harvesting indicates that many personal-use pickers do not obtain permits. The number of personal-use pickers was thus probably at least 3,750 (the number of personal-use permits issued by Region 1 forests) and likely much more.
In addition to providing a rough idea of the number of pickers harvesting in the region during 2001, the permit data also offer some indication of the spatial and temporal distribution pattern of pickers over the season. Table 5 shows the Lolo National Forest issued the most permits in May. In June, however, the Bitterroot National Forest issued far more permits than either the Lolo or the Kootenai. In
July, all three forests experienced a sharp decline in the number of permits purchased. However, demand for permits remained higher on the Kootenai and Bitterroot than on the Lolo. At the same time, the number of permits requested from the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest (located to the south and east of the Bitterroot Valley) nearly doubled from June. The demand for permits declined further on all four forests in August, and no one requested permits in September.
Assuming that many of the pickers harvested on multiple sites, the picture of He shipped fresh morels to the parent company's processing and distributing center in Seattle, Washington, and the dried morels to his company's facilities in Portland,
Oregon.
B1 had worked as a wild mushroom buyer for 10 years. His station consisted of an enclosed rental building next to the main highway through the Bitterroot and drinks to all pickers, as well as price incentives to a few pickers based on the quality and quantity of mushrooms they harvested. With the exception of the few pickers to whom he openly paid a higher price, his prices stayed fairly consistent.
B1 reported purchasing about 1,000 pounds per day during the first 2 weeks in June (table 6) . He noted that this amount is relatively small when compared to the estimates of 5,000 to 7,000 pounds per day that buyers in the Lolo National Forest were reportedly bringing in at the same time.
Buying station 2-
The buyers running the second buying station in Darby adopted a very different approach from B1. They had set up their buying station off the highway at a spot about a mile south of B1's station, which the landowner let them occupy free of charge.
They initially set up their buying station in Eureka, near the Kootenai National Unlike B1, who bought out of the same location every day, B2a, B2b, and B2c stated that they rarely set up their station in the same place twice. In deciding where to set up their station for the night, they look for the area with the busiest harvester traffic. Their station consisted of several collapsible tables, several plastic mushroom baskets, as well as scales. They neither refrigerated nor dried their own morels, activities that took place at their buying company's field headquarters whose The three women running buying station 2 stated that they purchased an average of 3,000 pounds per day, considerably more morels than the other two Before 2001, the couple had bought morels as independent buyers for several years.
This was the first season that they worked as field buyers for B1. They contracted to
give B1 a percentage of their earnings in exchange for use of his refrigerated storage 2 The study data do not permit us to determine precisely why buy station 2 was able to capture a greater volume of mushrooms despite offering a slightly lower price than the neighboring buy stations 1 and 3. However, based on one co-author's experience as a wild mushroom field buyer, two possible explanations include (1) If one buy station is noticeably faster than a neighboring buy station at purchasing mushrooms, pickers will sometimes opt to sell their product at a slightly lower price to the faster buyer. As buy station 2 had three buyers, compared to one at buy station 1 and two at buy station 3, it is probable that pickers going through buy station 2 would have had less of a wait. (2) Buyers vary in the degree to which they impose quality control standards on pickers. A picker may be willing to accept a slightly lower price from a buyer who she thinks will do an easier "grade." In this way, the picker may end up making the same or slightly more than she might have if she had sold to a buyer imposing stricter grade standards. In addition, some Southeast Asian pickers may have felt obliged to sell their morels to buying station 2 as they had benefited from the services of the translator who served as one of the three buyers for the station.
area and drying equipment as well as his expertise. Relative newcomers to the field of morel buying, they bought many fewer pounds per day (an average of 800 pounds) than the three other buyers. Their relationship with B1 was that of co-equals: they worked for B1 during the morel season, and B1 worked for them during the matsutake season in Oregon.
B3a and B3b observed that they make most of their money during the matsutake season, when they coordinate the operations of several field buying stations near Crescent Lake, Oregon. Although relatively inexperienced in the morel industry, they had considerable experience in the wild mushroom industry, having worked as buyers and field coordinators in the matsutake business for 10 years. They ran the station as a family operation, with their son and B3a's father assisting with weighing, sorting, and packing morels.
B3a and B3b had set up their station very close to buying station 2, perhaps as a way to encourage some of the pickers frequenting the women's station to sell to them instead. They purchased from pickers of a variety of ethnic groups. Like B1, they offered refreshments to all comers, and openly paid certain pickers higher prices. Although their station was a less solidly constructed structure than B1's, it was more elaborately constructed than buying station 2. Their buying stand resembled a seasonal farm stand, with an awning to protect the buyers and pickers from the sun and rain.
B3a and B3b noted that their goal as buyers was to get as many pickers as they could into their station and to then offer the picker a good enough deal that he or she would sell to them. They were less concerned with the number of pounds they purchased each day than were the other buyers. The field researcher noted a strong sense of competition between the operators of buying station 2 and buying station 3, which purchased mushrooms for rival companies. Unlike B1, B2a, B2b, and B2c, who stated that they intended to remain in the morel buying business, B3a and B3b expressed ambivalence about their long-term future in the morel industry. They noted that they considered matsutake buying their main enterprise and morels as a secondary undertaking. The following field note observation about B3a and B3b
illustrates the couple's approach to their involvement in the morel industry:
This is the fourth night of selling and the 1,000 pounds they bought tonight is the best that they have done yet. They are happy with this and tell me that this is really a side business and they are not competing for the big money.
During the times of the year when they are not buying morels or matsutake, B3a and B3b stated that they spent their time fishing and traveling. They observed that they liked the seasonality of the work, which gives them an opportunity to engage in other activities besides work.
Buying station 4-
B4, who grew up working in the wild mushroom industry, ran a very different operation from the three buying stations described in the Bitterroot. B4's father became a wild mushroom buyer in the 1980s, at a time when the wild mushroom industry in the Western United States was starting to expand. As a child, B4 traveled with her father as he followed the wild mushroom circuits. She noted that, having grown up in the industry, she never considered doing anything else. Sometimes she "tailgated," meeting pickers along the road as they came out of the woods, thus saving them a trip into town.
B4 worked for the same company as B1, the operator of buying station 1 in the Bitterroot Valley. However, her station more closely resembled buying station 2, in that it consisted of a foldout table or two, some mushroom baskets and a scale set up outside a gas station. She offered no refreshments to pickers. Although she occasionally paid some pickers higher prices, she did not do so openly.
The gas station manager provided B4 with access to refrigerated storage for the morels she bought. She shipped the fresh market morels to Seattle, where her parent company then distributed them to customers in the domestic or international market. B4 sent dried morels to their parent company's processing and distribution facility in Portland. However, unlike B1, her counterpart for the company in the Bitterroot Valley, B4 was too busy to dry morels purchased through the three stations she coordinates. She thus contracted out the drying operations under the conditions described in the following excerpt from the field notes:
B4 hires people to dry mushrooms for them [herself and her buying partners] because they are too busy to buy as well as dry. So, they cart their fresh mushrooms down to the drying machines each night and split the price. In other words, B4 gets 50 cents and the people who work the dryers get 50 cents per pound.
In sharp contrast to B1, whose station was frequented by pickers of many ethnic backgrounds, B4's picker clientele consisted almost exclusively of local Caucasian pickers. According to B4, the mobile Southeast Asian and Hispanic pickers harvesting in the area sold their mushrooms to a station in town operated by a field buyer working for a different company.
During the early part of the 2001 season, B4 brought in roughly 3,000 pounds of morels per day from the three buying stations she coordinated, an average of 1,000 pounds per day per station. Her average daily purchase per station was thus comparable to the amounts B1 purchased in Darby at the same point in the season.
B4 noted, however, that any time she bought over 500 pounds per night, in her view it was a good night ( fig. 4 ). In a followup phone conversation at the end of the season, B4 estimated that her three stations had purchased $300,000 worth of morels from a predominantly local group of morel pickers. Of this, she paid out more than half ($154,000) between 3 The study data do not permit us to assess why two of the buyers openly engage in bonusing, whereas the other two engaged much more discreetly in bonusing. However, bonusing appeared to be particularly effective when the picker felt he was getting a special deal. Because bonusing was not offered to every customer, keeping it discreet was likely intended to reduce conflict among pickers and between pickers and buyers. 4 The study data do not permit us to evaluate picker response to differential bonusing.
Unlike the operators of the Darby buying stations who intended to buy morels all summer, B4 shifted into picking and buying huckleberries (Vaccinium L. spp.) once they ripened. However, like the three buying groups in Darby, she planned to spend September and October buying matsutake mushrooms in central Oregon.
Strategies Buyers Use to Attract Pickers to Their Buying Stations
The buyers described above used a variety of strategies to encourage pickers to sell their morels to them. Key strategies included the use of bonuses and grading systems, providing gifts to regular clients, serving refreshments to all pickers, creating space for pickers to socialize with each other and the buyers, serving as a liaison between pickers and the Forest Service, positioning stations strategically to entice pickers frequenting other buying stations, and sacrificing part or all of the buying commission to increase the price paid to the picker.
Bonusing-
All four buying groups practiced "bonusing," i.e., offering some pickers a higher price than that advertised openly by the station. Two of the buyers engaged quite openly in bonusing, whereas the other two only provided bonuses discreetly. 3
Buyers varied the prices they paid pickers depending on how well they knew the picker, whether the picker had a history of selling to them regularly, the quality of product a picker typically brought into the station, and the amounts that a picker brought in on a regular basis. 4
Grading-
Some buyers used a grading system, in which they offered higher prices for certain types of morels, as a means to encourage pickers to bring in certain varieties of morels or higher quality products. In early June, most buyers in Darby were still buying unsorted morels, known as "field run." However, B3b was offering higher prices for gray morels, thus encouraging pickers to sort their grays from their other morels. In addition to acquiring more gray morels by using this tactic, he also hoped to entice pickers wishing to get the higher price for grays to also sell their other morels to him.
Refreshments and gifts-
Operators of two of the buying stations, B1 and B3a and B3b in Darby, offered refreshments, such as sodas, beer, or hot coffee, to attract pickers. Additionally B1 also offered small material incentives, such as cases of soda, to encourage picker loyalty. All the stations in the Bitterroot differed from the station in Libby in that they catered to a variety of people-outsiders as well as locals.
Socializing space-
As the key point of contact between pickers and buyers, every buying station serves to some extent as a space in which pickers socialize with the buyer, and potentially with other pickers. Some buyers, however, set their stations up in ways that actively encourage extensive socializing among pickers. Conversations at buying stations covered a wide range of topics, but often centered on comparisons of how much pickers had picked that day, areas that pickers intended to check out the following day, speculations about where the next flush or hotspot would be, and stories of picking experiences during previous years. buyer to help with pickers creates a conflict of interest and that it is not right that B2c gets paid to promote her own buying.
Without additional data, it remains unclear whether B2c's position as a translator affected whether Southeast Asian pickers sold their morels at buying station 2.
Strategic positioning of buying stations-
B3a and B3b's operation illustrated another tactic buyers use to attract pickers-the placement of a buying station very close to a station with a reputation for attracting a large number of pickers. The buyers moving in adjacent to a station already operating hope that pickers impatient with waiting for their turn to sell their morels will opt instead to sell to the buyer with fewer customers.
Trading commissions for volume-
In 2001, the standard commission for a buyer was $0.50 for every pound of morels purchased. Sometimes a buyer, such as B2b operating buying station 2, sacrificed a portion of her commission to increase the price she paid to pickers when her boss would not let her raise the price to the level of competitors. This strategy enabled the buyer to bring in more volume. Although using this strategy meant that B2b made less per pound, the extra volume brought in resulted in her earning the same or more money per night than if the commission had been lower and the volume less.
Changes in Supply and Prices
Six groups of buyers, one mushroom drier contractor based near the southern end of the Kootenai Valley, and two harvesters contributed information about the changes that take place in the morel market over a season. According to the buyers, most of a buyer's daily purchase early in the season goes to supply fresh-market customers.
As the quantity of morels increases, the fresh market becomes saturated and many buyers shift into buying morels primarily for the drier market. Later in the season, when the supply of morels tapers off and gray morels begin to fruit, buyers shift again into buying for the fresh market.
The pickers and buyers commented that prices paid to pickers typically fluctuate greatly over the course of a season, and at times, over the course of a week or an evening. The price for fresh morels from Montana began at around $8 to $10 per pound at the start of the 2001 morel season in early May, but dropped to less than $4.50 a pound after about 2 weeks as the supply of morels became more plentiful.
In early June, the buyers paid between $2.75 and $3.25 for field run morels. Owing to the freshness of the mushrooms coming in to the stations, none of the buyers at the field sites had established different prices for driers and fresh market morels at the time of the fieldwork. Followup calls with a mushroom drier and the operator of buying station 2 in September 2001 indicated that the price for field run morels stayed at $2.75 and above through the summer.
The key informants commented that morel prices in 2001 were significantly higher than during the previous 5 years. They also observed that the morels harvested in Montana compete in a global market supplied with morels from many countries including China, India, Turkey, Canada, and Russia. Key informants reported that Europe constituted the biggest market for their product, although some morels were also sold domestically. The key informants identified moisture content as an important variable affecting prices, with buyers offering lower prices for morels that had started to dry out or that had absorbed large quantities of water.
Buyers and pickers noted that the types of morels available also differ over the B1 is embarrassed to tell his customers how poor the price is. Everyone is disappointed with the low price-especially B1, but his boss won't let him budge.
The relatively high price for morels at the buying station, combined with a large morel crop, led some buyers who normally bought all season to stop their buying activities earlier than usual as storage space in brokerage operations became scarce.
One buyer noted that 2001 was the first year that he had encountered difficulties in locating brokers willing to buy dried morels. The oversupply of dried morels relative to market demand was reflected in the price, which buyers reported was about 
Degree of Involvement in the Industry and Livelihood Strategies
Buyers-
The seven individuals who made up the four buying groups shared in common a long history and near full-time involvement in the wild mushroom industry (table   1) . The buyers had an average of nearly 9 years of experience each, ranging from 3 years to 14 years. In each buying group, at least one individual had 10 or more years of experience in the wild mushroom business.
Although two of the buyers had stations located in towns they called "home,"
all seven individuals spent several months each year away from home to buy wild mushrooms. Nonetheless, the buyers differed in their mobility strategy with some (B1, B3a, B3b, and B4) limiting their participation to the morel and matsutake harvests, primarily in Oregon, Idaho, and Montana, whereas others (B2a, B2b, and B2c) followed a year-long mushroom circuit encompassing a range of mushroom species and bioregions, including northern California, all of Oregon, parts of British Columbia and Washington, and the northern Rockies.
Mushroom buying constituted the primary income-generating activity of all seven individuals in the four buying groups. Only two of the buyers (B1 and B4) supplemented their buying income through other activities. B1 and B4 were also the only buyers who mentioned gathering or buying other nontimber forest products as important in their lives: B4 gathered and sold huckleberries and B1 spent one season harvesting beargrass (Xerophyllum tenax (Pursh) Nutt.). In addition, B4 collected antlers to make into jewelry, lamps, and dream catchers for sale.
Pickers-
The field researcher obtained information from four pickers, all Caucasian men, at the field site in the Kootenai (table 2) . Three of the pickers lived nearby, and one, a friend of the woman running buying station 4, lived in western Oregon. Of the four pickers, only one, a local resident, had never picked mushrooms before. The other three pickers had all picked mushrooms commercially for several years, and two of the four pickers picked mushrooms other than morels (matsutake and coral) for sale.
All four pickers participated in other income-generating activities. Activities listed included landscaping, seed collecting, huckleberry picking, gold panning, and jewelry making. In addition, two of the four pickers, both locals, received retirement income. Of the four pickers, three (all locals) gathered nontimber forest products other than mushrooms to supplement their incomes.
The seven pickers in Darby were all men, but ethnically more diverse than the pickers in the Kootenai; they were four Caucasians, one Cambodian, one Laotian, and one Latino (table 3) . None of the pickers lived in Montana (table 3) . Six of the seven pickers came from Oregon, and one came from northern California ( fig. 5 ). Pickers often construct large temporary structures by using plastic tarps and locally gathered poles to protect their tents and gear from the rain and wind.
All seven harvested fall mushrooms commercially, and five of the seven got started in the mushroom industry by picking matsutake in Oregon. All seven pickers had picked mushrooms commercially in previous years, although 2001 was the first year that two of the pickers had picked morels. Only one picker said he received retirement or disability payments. However, five of the other pickers participated in income-generating activities outside the mushroom industry. Their other occupations included woodworking, cone collecting, floral greens collecting, professional music, and construction. Two of the seven pickers also harvested nontimber forest products other than mushrooms.
Livelihood choices-
Many people involved with the commercial wild morel industry are willing to give up some degree of certainty in their work life in exchange for being able to make money doing work that they enjoy and spending time in the outdoors. The following quotes and field note excerpts illustrate this way of viewing wild mushroom work:
The difficulty of the mushroom harvesting industry is that there is never any guarantee that you will get mushrooms. And some years are just plain Some days are great and others are crappy but that is the tradeoff for being able to spend your days outside, working for subsistence, picking enough to buy gas to get home (Picker K2).
They like the seasonality of the work, and the fact that they can enjoy other aspects of life. Some years are great (one year they built a home with the money they made buying) and other years are poor, but they still enjoy what they do (Operators of buying station 3).
[Picker B6] is happy with the lifestyle that he leads, picking mushrooms… He says that the work is "100 percent harsh" and that he works extremely hard for sometimes as little as two or three pounds of mushrooms. He will buy his permit by the week as opposed to an all-season pass. The cost of gas and food add up, he says, and sometimes at the end of the day, he has only saved up $30. But, the work has its benefits-among them no boss; when you are tired you can sit down (Picker B6).
[For Picker B5] the best part of his lifestyle is the freedom that picking provides. He, like others, expressed how difficult it is to work in the woods, though. The most difficult part of gathering is the heavy physical labor and working in foul weather-in cold and snow (Picker B5).
Although most of the pickers and buyers we talked with expressed satisfaction with their work, as indicated by the following field note excerpt, not everyone would remain in the wild mushroom world if they had better choices:
In [buying station 3], there are two Lao people from Portland who brought in about 100 lbs of morels. They pick matsutakes as well. One of the men says that he would like to quit but that he can't because he would not be able to find any other job with his limited skills and mastery of the English language. Also, he is afraid that he will be discriminated against because of his age (around 50 something).
Discussion
Four important patterns emerged from the data: (1) significant differences in the time that various participants invested in the wild mushroom world, (2) a high degree of similarity within the picker population included in this study and important differences between the picker and buyer populations regarding livelihood strategies, (3) the existence of both competition and collaboration among and between pickers and buyers, and (4) the role of the buying station as a center for learning in the commercial mushroom world.
Time Investment Patterns
Most of the pickers we talked with had invested several years or more of their lives in learning how to pick wild mushrooms. We encountered three pickers for whom the 2001 season was their first year picking morels, three who had picked morels for several years, and five who had picked morels for 5 years or more. However, of those for whom 2001 was their first exposure to commercial morel picking, two had previous experience picking matsutake in Oregon. Although the sample was small, a tentative conclusion is that many of the pickers in Montana in 2001 had substantial previous experience in the wild mushroom industry. The buyers tended to have even longer histories of involvement in the mushroom business than the pickers.
The buyer with the least amount of experience in the industry had worked 3 years in the business, and four of the seven buyers had worked 10 years or more in the industry.
The long experience of the pickers we talked with contrasts sharply with Richards and Creasy's findings in their study of matsutake pickers in the Siskiyou Mountains of Oregon and California during 1993 and 1994, which showed the mean number of years pickers had been involved in harvesting was 1.66 (Richards and Creasy 1996) . Because most of the pickers we talked with in Montana also participated in the matsutake harvest, it may be that, over time, fewer newcomers are entering the wild mushroom business. The Richards and Creasy study, which took place in 1993-94, was conducted relatively soon after commercial wild mushroom harvesting intensified in the late 1980s. One would thus expect to find more experienced pickers working in the wild mushroom industry by the early 2000s. Alternatively, less-experienced pickers could be less willing to travel to distant areas to pick. High levels of work satisfaction may also help explain why some pickers and buyers remain in the business for years, and sometimes, decades. For other pickers, particularly immigrants who arrived in the United States as adults, viable work options may be limited by their lack of English language skills or marketable job skills.
Livelihood Strategies
Our study suggests that wild morel pickers typically construct their livelihoods around at least two, and often more, income-generating activities. For some people, picking is a means to supplement fixed-income payments, such as disability or retirement pay. Others, however, rely primarily upon income from picking. These pickers typically participate in both the spring and fall mushroom seasons, and likely spend from 6 to 10 months of the year harvesting mushrooms. They then fill in the gaps between seasons with other activities, such as gathering other nontimber forest products, gold panning, or doing construction work.
For all practical purposes, buyers make their living from buying, selling, or processing wild mushrooms; only two of the seven supplement their incomes through other income-generating activities during seasonal gaps. This behavior contrasted sharply with the pickers we talked with, all of whom either engaged in other income-earning activities or receive disability or retirement pay. One possible explanation for this difference is that buyers, particularly those in the matsutake business, make sufficiently more money than pickers that they can afford to not work during some parts of the year. An alternative explanation is that buyers are more likely to follow the full mushroom circuit than are pickers.
Another difference in livelihood strategies between the buyers and pickers who took part in this study is that, as a group, the pickers were more likely than the buyers to earn money through participating in other nontimber forest products industries, such as floral greens or seed collection. One likely explanation is that the barriers to entry into other NTFP markets are greater for buyers than for pickers.
To compete effectively in any given NTFP market (i.e., floral greens, wild mushrooms, medicinal plants, resins, oils, etc.), a buyer has to know how that product moves through a particular market, how the prices fluctuate, to whom to market products of different qualities, how to conserve the product to minimize spoilage, who the key players in the market are, and who can be trusted and who cannot. As with any social system, it takes time for a buyer to learn the culture and to develop relationships of trust of the market(s) she operates within. In contrast to buyers, most pickers intersect only with the edges of the NTFP markets they are involved with-they typically sell their product to a field buyer who then takes on the task and risks of moving the product further along the commodity chain.
Competition and Collaboration
Another theme emerging from this exploratory study is a picture of the wild mushroom industry as simultaneously very competitive, with many points of tension and conflict, yet also very collaborative and a place where many reciprocal exchanges take place. B3a and B3b, for example, had established a mutually beneficial arrangement with B1: he helped them make money on his home turf in the Bitterroot, while they helped him make money on their home turf in the Oregon Cascades. Similar reciprocal forms of assistance also take place between buyers and pickers as exemplified by the Southeast Asian group that taught B1 how to pick beargrass at a time when he badly needed money, and by B1's willingness to share his home with them while they worked in the Bitterroot region. At the same time, tensions among buyers abound, particularly in the case of buying stations, such as buying stations 2 and 3, which are situated very close together. In hiring a buyer to work as a translator with Southeast Asian pickers, the Forest Service inadvertently contributed to the tensions among buyers. Whether true or not, the other buyers believed that B2c's position as a translator placed her in a position where she had access to materials and information of use to pickers that they did not have. In consequence, some of the buyers attributed the ability of buying station 2's operators to attract pickers despite their low prices to feelings of indebtedness on the part of pickers for the services B2c provided them.
Buying Stations as Learning Centers
The study supported Love et al. (1998) and McLain's (2000) conclusion that buying stations function as important centers for participants in the commercial wild mushroom world to produce and share knowledge of wild mushroom ecology, market conditions and behaviors, regulatory conditions, and a host of other important topics that influence their lives. However, it was also apparent from the data that some buying stations functioned better as learning centers than others. B1, for example, structured his station in a way that encouraged pickers to hang out, giving them an opportunity to learn from others as well as share information of their own. Similarly, the presence of a multilingual buyer at buying station 2, gave the station an edge as a learning center for Southeast Asian pickers. 5 Hansis does not provide a breakdown for all ethnic groups for wild mushroom permits for 1993 and 1994. However, he notes that in 1994, 88 percent of the commercial wild mushroom permits issued went to people with Southeast Asian surnames (Hansis 1998) .
Contrasts With Floral Greens Gatherers
The study revealed interesting differences and similarities between patterns in the organization of the wild morel mushroom world in western Montana relative to those identified by social scientists working with floral greens gatherers , Hansis 1998 , Lynch and McLain 2003 . The harvesters included in the 
Implications for Managers and Scientists
This study has several important implications for managers and scientists.
First, the study illustrates the diversity of strategies that commercial pickers and buyers deploy to derive livelihoods that include participating in wild morel harvests. Pickers ranged from people who participated on a limited and occasional basis to those who engaged year after year in the harvests. When developing wild morel management policies and regulations, managers thus need to take into account this diversity and recognize that their policies will affect various pickers differently, depending on the extent to which wild morels are a critical aspect of their economic livelihood.
Second, the study suggests that buying stations are important sites for learning.
Additionally, information in the wild mushroom world, as in any other social realm, is power. As a result, forest managers need to recognize that sharing knowledge selectively, whether intentionally or not, affects the ability of different pickers and buyers to compete effectively in wild mushroom markets. For example, all other things being equal, pickers and buyers with ready access to information regarding the location and intensity of burns will likely make more money than the pickers and buyers who do not have access to such information or who have to make substantial extra efforts to obtain information. The tensions this study identified between the operators of the buying stations in the Bitterroot Valley indicate that by providing maps and information regarding fruiting locations to a translator who also worked as a buyer, the Forest Service inadvertently enabled one buying station to have a competitive advantage over other stations. Managers sharing knowledge of value to pickers and buyers thus might wish to structure their outreach measures so that the information is likely to reach a broad range of buying station operators and pickers.
Third, the study reveals both similarities and differences among wild morel harvesters in Montana and nontimber forest products gatherers in the Eastern United States. As the Forest Service seeks to develop and implement more robust nontimber forest products programs in response to the mandate of recent national legislation on forest botanical products, scientists and managers might consider implementing a series of ethnographic case studies of different kinds of harvesters in different parts of the United States. Such case studies would provide the data needed to encourage the development of locally appropriate policies that would address both concerns about ecological protection and concerns about maintaining sustainable rural livelihoods based in part upon gathering activities. 
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